3 Results
Spectral libraries
Supplementary Supplementary Table S6 : This table shows the number of peptides and protein groups in the respective spectral libraries ("library"), how many of these were extracted from GS data using a false discovery rate of 1% ("ident") and how many of the identified peptides/protein groups were uniquely found with only the used method/library. The Supplementary Figure 
Peptide and protein identification

Peptide and protein quantification
Supplementary Supplementary Figure S3 : Highly correlated abundance of protein to spike-in. The figure depicts the abundance profile of α-synuclein as it was measured in the "GS IS 30" analysis and the theoretical values. Additionally, the profile for protein P97329 (murine Kinesin-like protein KIF20A) is shown, which has a highly correlated abundance profile and was filtered out in the analysis. Supplementary Table S11 : Detection of spike-in differential abundance. The table shows, which spike-in proteins were found to be differentially abundant with the given methods. Only the proteins that were not found in all approaches are shown. 
OpenSWATH Analysis of the Dataset
Generation of spectral libraries:
The following commands with the respective parameters were performed on the Mascot search results. For the actual Mascot identification, the same parameters as for the Spectronaut / ProteomeDiscoverer approach were applied. 
PyProphet (legacy)
run on the OpenSWATH output TSV files:
for file in *.tsv; do \ pyprophet --d_score.cutoff="1" --ignore.invalid_score_columns $file;\ 
